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Abstract

Video captioning aims to describe objects and their in-

teractions in the video using natural language. Exist-

ing methods have made great efforts to identify objects in

videos, but few of them emphasize the prediction of inter-

actions among objects, which is usually indicated by ac-

tion/predicate in generated sentences. Different from other

components in a sentence, the predicate depends on both the

static scene and the dynamic motions in a video. Due to the

neglect of such uniqueness, actions generated by existing

methods may depend heavily on the co-occurrence of ob-

jects, e.g. ‘driving’ is predicted with high confidence when-

ever both man and car are detected. In this paper, we pro-

pose a Syntax-Aware Action Targeting (SAAT) module that

explicitly learns actions by simultaneously referring to the

subject and video dynamics. Specifically, we first identify

the subject by drawing global dependence among multiple

objects, and then decode action from a common space that

fuses the embedding of the subject and the temporal fea-

ture of the video. Validated on two public datasets, the pro-

posed module increases action accuracy in generated de-

scriptions, which present better semantic consistency with

the dynamic content in videos. Codes are available on

https://github.com/SydCaption/SAAT.

1. Introduction

The goal of video captioning is to automatically gen-

erate a complete and natural sentence to describe video

content, ideally encapsulating its most informative dynam-

ics [58, 17, 13]. Such dynamics usually reveal a specific

action within the video clip, such as running, eating and

jumping. Compared with image captioning [2, 31, 20, 8]

that aims at depicting the static scene in an image, video

captioning emphasizes more on the action and attracts in-

creasing attention in the field of both computer vision and

artificial intelligence. It has extensive applications such as

Visual Question Answering (VQA) [57, 16], human-robot

interaction [32] and video retrieval [64, 14].
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Figure 1: Example of caption generation with and w/o the

SAAT module. The dotted line demonstrates captioning us-

ing a regular encoder-decoder framework, and the solid line

shows the result using an SAAT-involved captioner.

Owing to recent advancements in object recognition us-

ing deep learning [42, 41, 18], exciting progress has been

made on video captioning. Specifically, a trend in existing

methods [35, 66, 65, 1, 56, 59, 6, 55] is that they devise di-

verse modules to identify the objects in a video clip. This

has greatly improved the relevance between the generated

captions and the given video due to at least two advantages.

On the one hand, with abundant static information extracted

from the video clip, a captioner is more likely to depict

the targeted instance in the video. On the other hand, the

co-occurrence of objects helps the captioner to remember

<video, description> pairs. A clear illustration of this can

be found in [38], where captions are generated by recalling

similar scenes in learned memory.

The downside of these methods is the ignorance of ac-

tion (i.e. the predicate of a sentence) learning, which re-

quires more dynamic information from videos than other

components in a sentence. This can hardly be remedied

by memory. For example, the learned model may depend

heavily on what it has seen in the training process such as

the prior of co-occurrence to generate captions for a video.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, when man and car are both de-

tected, regular encoder-decoder framework tends to give a

man is driving a car even though the man is outside the car

and the car is not moving forward. This causes an enormous
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divergence between generated descriptions and the original

content in videos. Unfortunately, such a divergence can

hardly be lessened by minimizing a sentence-level cross-

entropy loss since the remaining words can exactly match

those in a human-annotated sentence though the action is

wrong. Either, the generated captions can still achieve high

scores w.r.t those automatic metrics such as BLEU [36],

METEOR [10] and CIDEr [51] in the case of wrong-action

prediction [37].

To this end, we propose a Syntax-Aware Action Target-

ing (SAAT) model for video captioning in this paper. By

counting the loss of visually-related syntax components (i.e.

subject, object and predicate), we explicitly target actions in

video clips to afford a captioner extra guidance apart from

linguistic prior. It is worth noting that different from the

work [54], where POS (Part-of-Speech) tag of each word is

predicted to guide the captioning process, we only focus on

the components that convey the most visual information to

target action and guide caption generation. Specifically, our

model firstly generates scene representation using both re-

gional RGB features and the location of regions by learning

a self-attention module [50]. Empirically, we use Faster R-

CNN [42] as the object detector to generate region propos-

als and extract regional features, where other detectors can

also be adopted. The learned self-attended representation

is expected to draw global dependence among multiple ob-

jects within the scene. Then the syntax components subject,

object and predicate are decoded from the representation by

setting different queries. After targeting the action, i.e. the

predicate, an action-guided captioner is devised to generate

descriptions for the input video. An attention distribution

over the targeted action and the previously predicted words

is learned to guide the prediction of the next word. The

whole model is trained in an end-to-end manner and the ob-

jective is to minimize the weighted sum of the loss caused

by components prediction and that by caption generation.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are three-fold:

• We propose a syntax-aware module that forms a self-

attended scene representation to model the relationship

among video objects and then decodes syntax compo-

nents (subject, object and predicate) by setting different

queries, targeting the action in video clips.

• We devise an action-guided captioner that learns an at-

tention distribution to dynamically fuse the informa-

tion from the predicate and previously predicted words,

avoiding wrong-action prediction in generated captions.

• Extensive results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the

superiority of the proposed method in terms of the au-

tomatic metrics BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE and CIDEr.

Compared with the regular captioner (i.e. the Baseline),

the proposed model brings a relative 2.7% and 5.9% in-

crease of CIDEr score on MSVD and MSR-VTT dataset

respectively, promoting the quality of generated captions.

2. Related Works

2.1. Video captioning

Most of the early methods for video captioning are based

on specific templates such as {who did what to whom, and

where and how they did it} [26, 9, 4]. These methods re-

quire lots of hand-designed linguistic rules and deal with

limited categories of objects, actions or attributes. With the

rise of deep neural networks, an encoder-decoder frame-

work was firstly proposed to overcome these limitations

in [53]. This framework explores the power of CNNs

in video representation and RNNs in sequential learning.

On top of that, methods such as conditional random fields

(CRF) [12] and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [12, 52]

are proposed to replace the original mean-pooling in the en-

coder, and attention mechanisms [15, 35, 62, 28] were in-

corporated to extract salient frames or regions in decoding

phase. For instance, Xu et al. [60] proposed the widely-used

soft-attention (SA) encoder-decoder model. hRNN [63]

employs both temporal- and spatial-attention mechanisms

during sentence generation and also learns a paragraph gen-

erator to capture the inter-sentence dependency. Multi-

modal features were also exploited. For example, LSTM-

E [34] simultaneously explores the learning of LSTM and

visual-semantic embedding. DMRM [61] introduces a

Dual Memory Recurrent Model to incorporate the temporal

structure of global features and regions-of-interest features.

Recent latest works include diverse adjustments to the

encoder-decoder framework. M3 [56] builds a visual and

textual shared memory to model the long-term visual-

textual dependency and further guide visual attention no de-

scribed visual targets. MA-LSTM [59] exploits both multi-

modal streams and temporal attention to selectively focus

on specific elements during sentence generation. Chen et

al. [6] proposes a frame picking module (PickNet) to se-

lect informative frames from a video. RecNet [55] employs

backward flow to reproduce the video features while gen-

erating descriptions. OA-BTG [65] captures salient objects

with their temporal dynamics. GRU-EVE [1] uses Short

Fourier Transform to embed video features and then en-

codes them using Gated Recurrent Units. Due to the lim-

itation that these methods can hardly build correct corre-

spondence between a word (e.g. the action) and video con-

tent, MARN [38] exploits a memory structure to explore the

full-spectrum correspondence between a word and its vari-

ous visual contexts.

2.2. Captioning using syntax information

The role of syntax components, which are considered to

contain more semantic information, has been emphasized in

sentence/text generation [22, 49, 7, 21]. Since captioning is

a task involving both natural language processing and com-

puter vision, several attempts that utilize visually-related
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Figure 2: The architecture of our Syntax-Aware Action Targeting (SAAT) involved decoding process. The SAAT module

consists of two blocks: 1) Component extractor-encoder (Cxe) that computes scene representation based on self-attention

of bounding boxes, 2) Component extractor-decoder (Cxd) that predicts different syntax components based on their own

conditions. 2D-, 3D-CNNs and object detector are used to extract features from the input video clip. A self-attended scene

representation is learned by Cxe and used to decode syntax components including subject, object and predicate by Cxd.

Finally, the targeted action is exploited to guide the generation of descriptions.

syntax information have been made to image/video caption-

ing. For example, Lebret et al. [27] analyzed phrases in

captions and suggested learning a common space for image

and phrase representations. Tan and Chan [47] proposed a

phrase-based hierarchical LSTM model, which is composed

of a phrase decoder and an abbreviated sentence decoder.

Ling and Fidler [30] explored teaching machines to de-

scribe images by correcting mistaken phrases. These meth-

ods generally solve a multi-task problem. Beyond them,

He et al. [19] discovered that the Part-of-Speech (POS)

tags of a sentence are effective cues for guiding the Long

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based word generator. Desh-

pande et al. [11] suggested predicting POS as summaries

of an image, based on which captions are generated. POS-

CG [54] simultaneously learns a POS sequence generator

with the description generator. Different from these works,

we synthetically utilize syntax information to target action

and then guide caption generation.

3. Method

Given a video, our model takes as input multi-modal fea-

tures V = {V r, V m, V b} extracted from the video, e.g.

RGB feature from 2D CNNs, temporal feature from C3D

network and feature of local regions from object detectors,

respectively. Our model firstly generates scene representa-

tion from the available features by learning a self-attention

module, which will be described in Section 3.1. In Sec-

tion 3.2, we outline how to decode syntax components such

as subject, predicate and object from the scene represen-

tation, and use the action (i.e. predicate) to guide caption

generation. In Section 3.3, we give details of the training

and inference process. The overall framework is shown in

Fig. 2.

3.1. Selfattended scene representation

The RGB feature of a video is frame-level, which can

be seen as the global context of the video. Features of ob-

ject regions, on the other hand, provide local information

in finer detail. Unlike other approaches that consider the

object regions as independent boxes, we desire to learn a

representation composed of both their semantic information

and spatial location, which is expected to help the model

understand the scene.

Inspired by the self-attention mechanism [50] in natu-

ral language processing, we design an encoder based on

self-attention to draw global dependence among multiple

objects within a scene, as show in Fig. 2. Here, the com-

ponent extractor-encoder Cxe maps an input sequence of

regional features V b = (vb1, . . . , v
b
K) to a sequence of con-

tinuous representations V b′ = (vb
′

1 , . . . , v
b′

K), where K is

the number of object regions. Given V b′ , the component

extractor-decoder Cxd then generates POS tags, i.e. subject,

predicate, object.

According to [50], the scaled dot-product attention of

queries Q given <key, value> pairs is produced by

fatt(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

V ) (1)

where dk is the dimension of queries and keys. In our case,
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the queries, keys and values are all projections of the re-

gional feature. Similar to the importance of sequence order

in natural language, spatial location is vital to determine the

semantic information conveyed by visual content. There-

fore, we add embedding of object location to form a com-

plete representation of a region through concatenation

(Q,K, V ) = (RcW
Q, RcW

K , RcW
V ) (2)

where the projections {WQ,WK ,WV } ∈ R
dc×dk are pa-

rameter matrices to be learned, dc is the dimension of the

input feature, dk is the unit number of our model, and

Rc = ReLU([WT
l Rl;W

T
b V b]) (3)

where the [·; ·] denotes the concatenation of two matrices,

Rl = [X,Y,W,H] = [rl1 , rl2 , . . . , rlK ] provides informa-

tion of the center coordinates, width and height of the re-

gions, which is normalized by the size of video frames as

rli = [ xi

wf
, yi

hf
, wi

wf
, hi

hf
]T , where wf and hf are the width

and height of a frame in the video. Similar to [50], this mod-

ule can be easily extended to its multi-head version, which

is omitted due to space limitation.

The physical interpretation behind this modeling is that

the scene composed of multiple objects is not only deter-

mined by the quantity and categories of the objects, but also

relates to their spatial arrangement. By embedding the rel-

ative position of objects, the learned scene representation

V B′

is expected to contain the spatial relationship among

objects. On top of this, syntax components such as sub-

ject, object and predicate can be decoded from the scene

since they are more related to the visual scene compared

with other components in a sentence.

3.2. Syntaxaware action targeting captioning

We consider that the limitation of existing methods based

on the regular encoder-decoder framework [60] is the cor-

respondence between generated actions in a description and

the dynamic content in videos. To this end, we overcome

this issue by first targeting the action in a video and then

use it to guide the captioning process. Intuitively, subject

and object rely more on spatial appearance of regions, and

predicate requires the temporal information from in video

clip. In our view, the word that is predicted to describe

the action in a video also depends on the specific subject.

For example, when the subject belongs to animate beings,

possible actions can be running, walking, fighting, cooking,

etc; when the subject belongs to inanimate objects, action

in passive voice is likely to be produced.

To target the action in a video, we first decode the sub-

ject from the self-attended scene representation given by the

former section. As shown in Fig. 3, we set the global RGB

Scene representation

RGB feature
Set as query of subj

subject

object

Temporal feature

E
m

b
ed

d
in

g

action

yt-1

Deocder

A man is lifting weights.Additional query of obj

Global feature

Figure 3: Illustration of decoding syntax components from

self-attended scene representation.

feature as the query of the subject, which gives

s = arg max
w∈vocab

pθ(w | V b′ , V r) (4)

pθ(w | V b′ , V r) = softmax(WT
s fatt(V

r′ , V b′ , V b′)) (5)

where V r′ is the projected global feature of the video, i.e.

V r′ = WT
v V r, and V b′ is the learned scene representation.

θ denotes the parameters to be learned.

Then the predicate is decoded given the subject and the

temporal change in the video

a = arg max
w∈vocab

pθ(w | s, V m) (6)

pθ(w | s, V m) = softmax(WT
a ReLU([Es;V m′

])) (7)

where s is the predicted subject, V m′

is the projected mo-

tion feature of the video, i.e. V m′

= WT
mV m, and E is the

embedding of words in the vocabulary.

Finally, the object is decoded given the predicate and the

scene representation

o = arg max
w∈vocab

pθ(w | a, V b′) (8)

pθ(w | a, V b′) = softmax(WT
o fatt(Eo, V b′ , V b′)) (9)

where a is the predicted action, and the embedding of which

is set as the query of object.

To generate action-relevant descriptions of a video, we

devise a syntax-guided captioner that uses the action pro-

duced by the SAAT module. It is worth noting that the spe-

cific guidance passing to the captioner is flexible. We adopt

the action guided captioner since we observe that most ob-

jects in videos can be correctly predicted by a regular de-

coder. We implement the captioner with LSTMs. To enable

the captioner jointly refer to the information from syntax

components and the information from previously predicted

words, an attention distribution over them is learned

βt,j=softmax(vTβ tanh(WβhEyj+Whht−1+bβ)) (10)
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where t represents the time step as in regular decoders, yj ∈
{ya, yt−1}, j is the corresponding index and

∑
j βt,j = 1.

The probability distribution of word yt is produced by

pθ(yt | yj) = LSTM(
∑

j

βt,jEyj ,Wv v̄, ht−1) (11)

where v̄ denotes the average of global features V r and

V m over time-space and Wv is the projection matrix to be

learned. y0 is given by the bos token and h0 is a zero vector.

3.3. Training and inference

The objective of our model is to minimize the sum of loss

Ls from the SAAT module and loss Lc from the captioner

L(θ) = Lc + λLs (12)

where λ is a hyper-parameter to balance the two terms, and

Lc = −
N∑

i=1

Ti∑

t=1

log pθ(yt = y∗t |y1:t−1, ya) (13)

Ls = −
N∑

i=1

log pθ((s, a, o) = (s∗, a∗, o∗)|V [b,r,m]) (14)

where y∗1:Ti
are human-annotated captions and (s∗, a∗, o∗)

are syntax components generated by NLP tool1.

By counting the loss of visually-related syntax compo-

nents (i.e. subject, object and predicate), we explicitly tar-

get actions, which require more dynamic information from

videos than other components in a sentence, in video clips.

The predicted action is then guide the captioning process

by affording a captioner extra guidance apart from linguis-

tic prior to generate action-relevant descriptions.

In the training process, the object number K is fixed for

all the samples to allow mini-batch training. RGB features

and locations of K object regions are extracted from the

center frame of each video to learn the scene representation.

In our experiments, we set K = 10. If more than K objects

are detected, the K objects with the highest confidence are

selected. If less than K, then some of them will appear more

than once, when the location information can be used to dis-

tinguish repeated regions. During inference, K can be arbi-

trary for an input video. We observe that the pre-trained ob-

ject detector sometimes fails to capture the desired objects

from videos, which may be caused by the low-resolution

of video frames and the size of objects. Therefore, during

learning the syntax-aware scene representation, we add an

additional empty region to the K selected object regions to

allow the object-missing case.

1https://www.nltk.org

4. Experiments

We compare our method with existing ones on two popu-

lar benchmark datasets from the literature in video caption-

ing, i.e. Microsoft Video Description (MSVD) dataset [17]

and MSR-Video To Text (MSR-VTT) dataset [58]. We first

give details of the two datasets and preprocessing performed

in this work, and then we discuss the experimental results.

4.1. Datasets

Microsoft video description corpus (MSVD). [17] This

dataset contains 1, 970 YouTube open domain video clips.

Generally, each clip predominantly shows only one single

activity and is spanning over 10 to 25 seconds. The dataset

provides multilingual human-annotated sentences. With

only captions in English considered, there are 85, 550
captions, about 40 captions for each clip. For benchmark-

ing, we follow the common data split of 1, 200/100/670
samples for training/validation/testing [62, 52, 1].

MSR-video to text (MSR-VTT). [58] This dataset con-

tains 10K web video clips and 200K clip-sentence pairs

in total. It covers a wide variety of content, and the clips

are roughly grouped into 20 categories. Following the

instructions on the official website2 and the settings in [58],

the dataset is split into a training set composed of 6, 513
clips, a validation set of 497 clips and a testing set of

2, 990 clips. Each clip is described by 20 single sentences

annotated by 1, 327 Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)

workers. This is one of the largest datasets providing

clip-sentence pairs for the video captioning task.

4.2. Implementation details

4.2.1 Data preprocessing & evaluation

By removing those rare words in training split with a thresh-

old of three, we obtain a vocabulary with size of 4, 064 and

10, 536 for MSVD dataset and MSR-VTT dataset respec-

tively, including four additional tokens, i.e. bos, eos, pad

and unk. We do minimum pre-processing to the annotated

captions, i.e. convert them into lower case and remove punc-

tuation. We add the bos and eos at the beginning and end of

each caption, respectively, and the words that are not con-

tained in vocabulary are replaced with unk token. We fix

the length of sentences as 30, where we truncate those over-

length sentences and add pad token at the end of under-

length sentences.

To compare the performance of our model with other ap-

proaches, we report results on seven model-free automatic

evaluation metrics using the Microsoft COCO server [5],

2http://ms-multimedia-challenge.com/2017/

dataset
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Model Feature Detector B@1 B@2 B@3 B@4 M R C Training

SA [60] VNet+C3D ✗ 82.3 65.7 49.7 36.6 25.9 - - XE

M3 [56] VNet+C3D ✗ 73.6 59.3 48.3 38.1 26.6 - - XE

MA-LSTM [59] GNet+C3D+A ✗ - - - 36.5 26.5 59.8 41.0 XE

VideoLab [40] Res152+C3D+A+Ca ✗ - - - 39.1 27.7 60.6 44.1 XE

v2t navigator [23] C3D+A+Ca ✗ - - - 42.6 28.8 61.7 46.7 XE

PickNet [6] Res152+Ca ✗ - - - 41.3 27.7 59.8 44.1 RL

RecNetlocal [55] InceptionV4 ✗ - - - 39.1 26.6 59.3 42.7 XE

OA-BTG [65] Res200 X - - - 41.4 28.2 - 46.9 XE

MARN [38] Res101+C3D+Ca ✗ - - - 40.4 28.1 60.7 47.1 XE

GRU-EVE [1] IRV2+C3D+Labels X - - - 38.3 28.4 60.7 48.1 XE

POS-CG [54] IRV2+I3D+Ca ✗ 75.7 63.0 50.4 38.3 26.8 60.1 43.4 XE

POS-CG [54] IRV2+I3D+Ca ✗ 80.0 66.4 52.3 39.6 27.5 61.3 50.8 RL

Baseline IRV2+C3D+Ca ✗ 78.9 64.8 51.9 40.5 27.9 59.9 46.1 XE

Baseline IRV2+C3D+Ca X 79.1 65.1 51.4 39.3 27.0 59.9 47.1 XE

SAAT IRV2+C3D+Ca X 80.2 66.2 52.6 40.5 28.2 60.9 49.1 XE

SAAT IRV2+C3D+Ca X 79.6 65.9 52.1 39.9 27.7 61.2 51.0 RL

Table 1: Performance comparisons with different methods on the test set of MSR-VTT dataset in terms of BLEU@1∼4,

METEOR, ROUGE L and CIDEr scores (%). VNet, GNet, C3D, Res-N , IRV2 and A denote VGG19, GoogLeNet, C3D,

N -layer ResNet, InceptionResNet-v2 and Audio features, respectively. Ca and Labels denote (20-) Category information

provided by the MSR-VTT dataset and object labels by detectors, respectively. XE and RL are short for cross-entropy and

reinforcement learning training strategies, respectively.

i.e. BLUE@1∼4) [36] that are precision-based, ME-

TEOR [10] that calculates sentence-level similarity scores,

CIDEr [51] that is consensus-based, and ROUGE L [29]

that uses longest common subsequence to estimate the sim-

ilarity between sentences. They are denoted as B@N , M, C,

R respectively, where N ranges from 1 to 4. Among them,

CIDEr is specially designed for captioning and is consid-

ered more consistent with human evaluation [51].

4.2.2 Experimental setup

To increase efficiency as done in [62, 28], we select 28
uniformly-spaced frames from each video clip. We use In-

ceptionResnetV2(IRV2) [46] and C3D [48] as the 2D CNN

and 3D CNN, respectively, for feature extraction features.

The last avg-pooling layer of the former and the fc6 layer

of the latter are considered as the extraction layers. The 2D

CNN is pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [44], and Sports

1M dataset [24] is used for the pre-training of C3D. We re-

size the frames of each video to match the input dimensions

of these networks. For the 3D CNN, we use 16-frame clips

as inputs with an 8-frame overlap, as done in [1]. Faster

R-CNN [42] is used as the object detector in all our exper-

iments. We apply one-hot encoding to each word, and em-

bed them into a 512-dim space. In each iteration, our model

loads the features of a mini-batch of 8 video clips on MSVD

dataset, and 64 on MSR-VTT dataset. In order to reduce the

influence of annotated descriptions that can not be normally

parsed, we pass the CIDEr score of each description as the

weight to the cross-entropy loss. The Adam [25] optimizer

is used for training in our experiments, with a fixed learning

rate of 1×10−4. The final performance is determined by the

trained model that performs best on the validation set. We

use beam search [45] with a beam size of 5 for evaluation.

4.3. Experimental results

Results on MSR-VTT dataset. We comprehensively com-

pare our method against the current state-of-the-arts in

video captioning on MSR-VTT dataset. Specifically, we

choose i) fundamental methods including SA [60], M3 [56],

MA-LSTM [59], VideoLab [40], v2t navigator [23],

ii) latest state-of-the-art methods including PickNet [6],

RecNetlocal [55], OA-BTG [65], MARN [38], GRU-

EVE [1], and POS-CG3. The Baseline models are imple-

mented by removing the SAAT module for comparison,

where the one with detector simulates BUTD [2].

In Table 1 we show the results of different methods on

the test set of MSR-VTT dataset. The proposed SAAT

model achieves the best performance in terms of CIDEr,

BLEU@2 and BLEU@3 while ranking second and third

on ROUGH L and METEOR respectively, when trained

by cross-entropy strategy. Using reinforcement learning

(SCST [43]), our model achieves the best result in terms

of CIDEr and ranks second on the rest metrics. From

the comparison, we can see that the methods that fuse

multi-modal features show improved results compared

3This is reproduced by the released code on https://github.

com/vsislab/Controllable_XGating
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Model Feature B@4 M R C

S2VT [52] V+OF - 29.2 - -

h-RNN [63] V+C 49.9 32.6 - 65.8

HRNE [33] G 43.8 33.1 - -

LSTM-E [34] V+C 45.3 31.0 - -

SCN-LSTM [15] R152+C 51.1 33.5 - 77.7

DMRM [61] G+V 51.1 33.6 - 74.8

LSTM-TSA [35] V+C 52.8 33.5 - 74.0

BAE [3] R50+C 42.5 32.4 - 63.5

PickNet [6] R152 46.1 33.1 69.2 76.0

M3 [56] V+C 52.8 33.3 - -

MARN [38] R101+C 48.6 35.1 71.9 92.2

GRU-EVE [1] IRV2+C 47.9 35.0 71.5 78.1

Baseline IRV2+C 44.8 33.6 69.0 78.9

SAAT IRV2+C 46.5 33.5 69.4 81.0

Table 2: Performance comparisons with different methods

on the test set of MSVD dataset in terms of BLEU@4, ME-

TEOR, ROUGE L and CIDEr scores (%). V, G and C are

short for features from VGGNet19, GoogLeNet and C3D,

respectively. OF denotes the optic flow feature.

with SA [60], which indicates the importance of multiple

sources of features. High-level semantic information such

as Labels used by GRU-EVE [1] contributes to the quality

of descriptions, indicated by high CIDEr score. Careful

design of the encoder-decoder architecture also benefits the

captioning results, as proved by the latest state-of-the-art

methods. Compared with these methods and the Baseline,

our model explicitly targets the action in videos and greatly

improves the CIDEr score.

Results on MSVD dataset. On MSVD dataset, we com-

pare our model trained using cross-entropy strategy against

the current state-of-the-art methods in video captioning that

strictly follow the train/val/test splits provided by [52], in-

cluding the Baseline, S2VT [52], hRNN [63], HRNE [33],

LSTM-E [34], SCN-LSTM [15], DMRM [61], LSTM-

TSA [35], BAE [3], PickNet [6], M3 [56] and GRU-

EVE [1].

Table 2 lists the results of different methods. MARN [38]

achieves the highest CIDEr score, which indicates that

it is rather effective for the small-scale dataset. Ac-

cording to statistics, there are only 882/88/522 train-

ing/validation/testing video clips in this dataset. Compared

to its relative performance on the MSR-VTT dataset, it can

be inferred that the scene memory method has worse adapt-

ability than ours to new scenes. Except for the MARN, our

model outperforms the other methods by a large margin in

terms of the CIDEr score.

4.4. Discussion

In this subsection, we perform a quantitative and qualita-

tive evaluation to investigate the effect of our syntax-aware

action targeting module. To this end, we first conduct abla-

tion experiments to show the captioning result with differ-

ent guidance from the module. We used automatic metrics

for comparison. Then we evaluate the verb accuracy of dif-

ferent models under different scenes. Finally, we provide

multiple examples from the two datasets to show the im-

provement in the semantic quality of generated captions.

4.4.1 Ablation studies

Different syntax guidance. Actually, our Syntax-Aware

Action Targeting module can be seen as a plug-in part that

can be easily inserted into existing popular decoders. But

here we are more interested in the influence of the specific

guidance from this module on the caption decoder, i.e. with-

out any guidance (i.e. the Baseline), guidance from all the

three syntax components (i.e. Trip-G), guidance from only

predicate (i.e. SAAT).

Model B@4 M R C Acc

Baseline 40.5 27.9 59.9 46.1 59.0

Trip-G 39.9 27.2 60.4 46.1 60.5

SAAT 40.5 28.2 60.9 49.1 60.4

Table 3: Performance comparisons of the variants on the

test set of MSR-VTT dataset in terms of BLEU@4, ME-

TEOR, ROUGE L, CIDEr scores (%) and the accurate pre-

diction of predicate (%).

In Table 3, we show results of the Baseline, Trip-G

and SAAT. It can be seen that guidance from syntax

components improves captioning results in terms of the

ROUGE and CIDEr score. Interestingly, Trip-G model

achieves a lower CIDEr score than SAAT. We consider

that this is because for some predicate such as running and

swimming, the predicted object can be eos token (like the

ground truth generated by NLP tools), which leads to early

stopping of the generated captions.

Model acc-dec dist-dec acc-saat sports food cooking

BUTD 55.5 23.4 - 56.5 49.2 63.6

POS-CG 56.6 35.2 - 63.0 46.5 55.5

Baseline 59.0 23.9 - 63.6 50.8 63.6

Trip-G 60.5 17.3 55.3 61.4 55.1 65.5

SAAT 60.4 18.0 56.6 64.5 59.5 69.1

Table 4: Verb accuracy (%) of decoders (acc-dec) and under

different scenes (e.g. sports), and the average distance to

GT-verbs (dist-dec), and verb accuracy (%) of the SAAT

module(acc-saat).

Verb accuracy. Given captions generated, we collect both

intermediate and decoder’s verb accuracy (as well as that

of the decoder under different scenes), and the average dis-

tance to GT-verbs using official GloVe [39]. Table 4 sug-

gests (1) models with the SAAT module achieve lower dis-
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GT: {'there is a man riding a bike at night', 'a person on a motorcycle is driving 

down the highway', 'the person rides the bike really fast at night', 'person is 

driving his motorbike with group of other people'}

Baseline: 'a man is playing a video game'

SAAT: 'a man is riding a motorcycle on a road'

GT: {'women are wearing designer clothing and posing in various places', 

'models posses for different dressings they wear for marketing the products', 

'several women are shown posing in fashionable clothing'}

Baseline: 'there is a woman is walking on the floor'

SAAT: 'a woman is posing for a fashion show'

GT: {'two people are playing musical instruments', 'a man is playing a cello and 

a woman is playing a piano', 'a man is playing an instrument', 'a man and woman 

are playing instruments'}

Baseline: 'a man is giving a speech on stage'

SAAT: 'a man is playing a piano'

GT: {'a man drawing a star on a piece of paper', 'a man is drawing a circle and a 

star', 'a man is drawing on a piece of paper', 'a person drawing on a piece of 

paper'}

Baseline: 'a person is folding a piece of paper'

SAAT: 'a person is drawing a piece of paper'

GT: {'a man explains how to solve a rubik s cube', 'a man points at a rubex cube', 

'a person discussing how to solve square puzzle', 'a person is solving a rubik s 

cube', 'a person showing how to solve a rubix cube'}

Baseline: 'a person is folding a piece of paper'

SAAT: 'a person is solving a rubik s cube'

GT: {'a man is placing a cup into a microwave', 'a man using a microwave', 'a 

man heated a cup of coffee in the microwave', 'a man is operating a microwave 

oven'}

Baseline: 'a man is cooking his kichen'

SAAT: 'a man is putting a container in the microwave'

Figure 4: Qualitative comparison between the Baseline and our SAAT model by examples from the test set of MSR-VTT and

MSVD datasets. Three frames are shown for each video clip. 3∼5 human annotated descriptions are listed for illustration.

Text in blue highlights the subject in a sentence. Words in green and red show the predicted action by Baseline and by SAAT,

respectively.

tance and higher verb accuracy in generated captions, espe-

cially for the sports/food/cooking scenes that involve finer

and diverse actions; and (2) accuracy of the SAAT module

is lower than that of the decoder. This is reasonable be-

cause the module is designed to provide a coarse direction

of verbs, and the decoder learns to predict finer ones.

4.4.2 Qualitative analysis

To provide more insight into what the SAAT module has

learned from the video and how it connects vision and lan-

guage, we present several examples to qualitatively com-

pare our model with the baseline in Figure 4. According to

the generated descriptions, we can see that both the Base-

line and our SAAT model can correctly predict subject, but

the former fails to capture the action of the video. Due to

the limited space, we did not list all the GT descriptions

in the figure. The results demonstrate the efficacy of the

syntax-aware action targeting module. The results also in-

dicate that improved action identification benefits the gen-

erated captions, e.g. when drawing, posing are predicted,

related scenes such as a piece of paper, a fashion show are

easier to be correctly predicted.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a Syntax-Aware Action Tar-

geting (SAAT) model for video captioning that promoted

the quality of generated captions. This is achieved by ex-

plicitly predicting actions to afford a captioner extra guid-

ance apart from linguistic prior. Though an obvious limi-

tation we observed is that the global temporal information

provided by 3D CNNs is not always enough to learn finer

actions in video clips, such as distinguishing cooking and

eating, pushing and lifting. Therefore, we hope that better

visual dynamics can be captured to boost the identification

of actions, and hence further improve the quality of gener-

ated captions.
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